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Buses and Bicycles 

An LCC policy position paper debated at Policy Forum meetings and by email discussions. It was led 

by Rachel Aldred (PF Chair) with extensive input from PF members and other LCC members. A draft 

was agreed at the meeting on 25th June 2014 subject to amendments, incorporated here. 

Context 

LCC supports high quality public transport. However, increases in bus use and in cycling have led to 

conflicts between bus and cycle provision and use. This paper gives policy recommendations (broad 

principles, not design guidance) on how we approach these, using policies agreed at our 2013 AGM. 

We believe these four principles apply: 

1. Bus lanes are not 'protected space' so, regardless of their presence, we use our normal 

assessment of when protected space is needed. This threshold is over 20mph speeds or over 

2000 Passenger Car Units, PCUsa - for total two-way motor traffic flow, in all lanes. 

According to TfL a standard (non-bendy) bus is 2 Passenger Car Units. 

2. There are two main ways of achieving 'protected space': (a) reducing motor vehicle flows 

and speeds to acceptable levels or (b) creating high quality segregated space for cycling. 

3. Too often decision-makers assume zero-sum trade-offs between sustainable modes. But 

separating buses and cycles at network or street level may provide benefits for both, such as 

time benefits. We believe decision-makers should consider wider benefits of providing well 

for cycling, such as better public realm, improved health, and increased mode choice.  

4. Where there are conflicts between cycle and bus provision, we expect decision-makers to 

consider factors including: the need for cycle routes to increase demand and appeal to 

those who don't currently cycle, how important a link is to cycle and bus networks, the 

quality of alternative routes, and the 'place' function of the street. 

Introduction 

London is a public transport oriented city, and has become more so over the last two decades. This 

is good for sustainability and LCC supports high quality public transport. Cycling has gained from 

increased provision of bus lanes which cyclists can generally use. However, conflicts between buses 

and active modes are becoming more apparent, as is support for separation from buses. 

Between 2008 and 2014, TfL-contracted buses alone were involved in collisions leading to 70 

deaths and 1956 major injuriesb. While buses kill many fewer cyclists (one per year on average) in 

London than HGVs, numbers seriously injured are similar for bothc. Bus-dominated streets share 

some disadvantages of car-dominated streets, such as air and noise pollution and visual intrusion. 

LCC policy is that speeds should be 20mph or less, and motor vehicle flows 2000 PCU or less, 

where cyclists must share space with motor traffic - failing that, high quality protected space is 

needed. We see this as crucial to attracting new cyclists from a wider demographic. 

                                                           
a
 The PCU measure gives a greater weighting to larger vehicles - better than vehicle numbers alone, but not as good as a 

risk-based measure. Special attention must be paid to longer vehicles such as 'bendy buses' and left hand drive vehicles. 
b
 Source: https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/fatal_and_major_injury_collision 

c
 Source: Stats19 data. 
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Applying LCC Policy on Universal Design 

LCC policy is that cycling facilities should be good and attractive enough for everyone to use, 

including faster commuters and children. We should always ask: will this be suitable for all users, of 

all ages and genders, and all abilities? If not, is there the potential to be more inclusive?  

Cycling with buses is seen as much less attractive than separated space for cycling, particularly by 

groups currently less likely to cycle. A TfL study (2012d) found existing London cyclists rated bus 

lanes around the same as painted (i.e. unprotected) cycle lanes. Full separation from motor traffic 

was much more highly rated, especially by women. Existing cyclists think bus lanes are better than 

nothing, but much inferior to dedicated space. Evidence suggests people who don't currently cycle 

have even stronger preferences for protected space over bus lanes, painted cycle lanes, or main 

roads with no cycle facilities. For cycling with children, mixing with buses at all is problematic. 

Buses and LCC Policy: applying 20mph-2000PCUs 

How should we apply 20mph-2000PCUs where bus lanes are present? PCU limits are usually 

calculated for total two-way motor traffic flow, not just flow in one lane. If bus lanes are wide, full-

time, and there is segregation from other motor traffic through junctions, it may be appropriate to 

count only the flow in that one-way bus lane (including taxis and motorcycles, if allowed). 

But most bus lanes still make cyclists interact with other motor traffic, so total motor traffic flow 

remains relevant. The new London Cycle Design Standardse cite a 4m absolute and 4.5m preferred 

minimum for bus/cycle sharing, with widths between 3.2m and 3.9m to be avoided. Such lanes can 

encourage close overtaking by bus driversf and may require cyclists to use the adjacent lane when 

overtaking buses, where they are directly affected by general motor traffic. Part time bus lanes only 

offer part time protection: many are car parking and loading space, apart from a few peak hours. 

And even the best bus lanes usually stop short of junctions, leaving cyclists mixing with all motor 

traffic where this is most hazardous. 

Therefore, in most cases, the presence of bus lanes should not affect the calculation of PCU 

values. In other words, total two-way motor traffic flow should be used in the usual way. 

Improving Cycling Facilities Within a Public Transport-Oriented City 

LCC supports investment in buses and wants Londoners to have a good public transport system, 

with high pedestrian comfortg. Where cycle facilities are to be created, consideration should first be 

given to re-allocating space used by private motor vehicles, or underutilised space. 

We also want to see a dense network of direct cycle routes that meet our 20mph-2000PCU and 'all 

ability' criteria, representing conditions for everyday cycling by the vast majority of the population 

(rather than the current highly skewed distribution). In determining how to prioritise the needs of 

cyclists and bus users, planners should recognise that some of Londoners' current bus trips could be 

better catered for as cycling trips. Providing conditions that enable this could free up public 

transport capacity for those trips that cannot be cycled and would generate health gains. 
                                                           
d
 Source: https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/143729/response/398827/attach/3/Final%20report%20CRC.pdf 

e
 In its June 2014 draft form. Source: https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/cycling/draft-london-cycling-design-standards 

f
 Source: http://www.trl.co.uk/reports-publications/trl-reports/report/?reportid=5431 

g
 TfL's Pedestrian Comfort Level is useful here, although as with cycling suppressed demand should be considered. 

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/cdn/static/cms/documents/pedestrian-comfort-guidance-technical-guide.pdf 
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Experience from other European countries shows older people could gain particularly substantial 

benefits from such increased transport choice. 

Traffic modelling of schemes affecting bus operation often predicts increased bus delays. TfL and 

the London Boroughs should consider this in a broader context, given the limitations of current 

modelling methods. Firstly, modelled delays do not always materialise. In Hackney's Narroway 

scheme, buses were diverted from this shopping street, but although this led to greater bus delays 

in one direction, journeys in the other direction became faster. Where protected space for cycling is 

provided, appraisal should consider the potential for this to reduce both bus and cycle delays, by 

removing the need for buses to wait behind cyclists (and vice versa). 

Secondly, there is not a simple mapping of bus delay to user dis-benefit. For example, if re-routing a 

bus improves the local environment, this will generate benefits which should be weighed against 

any bus delays. And where space is made for cycling, current bus users will benefit from a wider 

choice of modes. For example, Hackney's Narroway scheme has both enhanced the walking and 

cycling environment substantially and - through enabling two-way cycle access - has cut cycle 

journey times. This is likely to contribute to Hackney's ongoing modal shift to cycling.  

Therefore, when assessing a scheme that may involve bus delays, planners should consider factors 

including the level of desired bus priority, the potential benefits for cycling and walking, wider 

public realm considerations and the quality of alternative routes for all sustainable modes. Options 

that reduce bus delays at the expense of private motor vehicle speeds should always be considered. 

In particular, the cycle priority network should always have the highest standard of cycle 

provision and meet our 20mph-2000PCU criteria. We expect this on such routes as Grid Routes 

and Superhighways, and other key cycle desire lines, including other routes with high cycle flows 

and main roads with no good alternatives for cycling. 

Bus Stop Bypasses 

In principle we support bus stop bypasses. Where segregated facilities are provided, bus stop 

bypasses are required for continuity of protection; they should be considered in other contexts. Bus 

stop bypasses are common in many continental countries, and can have benefits in maintaining bus 

flow as well as for cycling. 

Although increasingly used within cycling schemes, they remain the subject of some concern among 

pedestrian groups and disability organisations. While we support bypasses, they must always be 

well designed. They should take reasonable account of desire lines for pedestrians and cyclists, 

suppressed demand for either mode, and the need to design inclusively for both. For example, 

avoiding carriageway narrowing at bypasses that excludes people using bicycles as mobility aids. 

Governance and Training 

We call on TfL to improve the governance of bus services in London, particularly investigation of 

incidents, safety monitoring, and contract quality criteria. Driving buses in a city such as London is a 

complex and challenging task and drivers should also be adequately rewarded and trained. They 

should understand what it is like to cycle in London and be considerate of cyclists. All London bus 

drivers should have on-bike training to give them a greater insight into this experience. 


